Microsoft Endpoint Manager is a cloud-enabled transformative platform for unified and secure endpoint management

**Secure and Intelligent**
Native integration with cloud-powered security controls and risk-based conditional access for apps and data

**Streamlined and Flexible**
Flexible support for diverse corporate and BYOD scenarios while increasing productivity and collaboration

**Maximizes Investment**
Maximize your investment and accelerate time to value with fast rollout of services and devices with end-to-end integration across familiar Microsoft stack

---

95%
Of all organizations allow personal devices in the workplace

1-4x
Monthly updates are continuous

60%
of employees use mobile apps for work related activity

$3.92M
The global average cost of a data breach

---

**Paths to Modern Management with Microsoft Endpoint Manager**

**Limited on-prem investments**
Go directly to the cloud and adopt Microsoft Endpoint Manager

**Limited cloud investments**
Move additional endpoints and workloads to the cloud

**Primarily on-prem investments + some cloud investments**
Enroll your Configuration Manager device into Intune for additional cloud value through co-management

**Significant, complex existing on-prem infrastructure**
Connect your Configuration Manager site to Intune for instant cloud value

Modern Management

---

**Modern management**
Automate tasks, prioritize your efforts, connect the IT and Security teams, and continually improve the user experience.

**Co-management**
Modernize workloads while maintaining existing workloads based on your needs and at your pace so you can fully transition to modern management when ready.
Take advantage of these integrated features and more in a single platform:

- Windows co-management
- Windows Autopilot
- Tenant-attached Helpdesk
- Desktop Analytics
- Azure Active Directory Conditional Access
- Endpoint Security with Microsoft Defender ATP
- Apple, Android, Windows, and ruggedized device management
- Productivity Score, including the Technology Experience Score

Learn more about Microsoft Endpoint Manager

https://aka.ms/endpointmanager